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Overview


Who?



PROTECTIVE – Motivation, (High-Level) Approach and Goals



Challenges



Requirements Gathering and Findings



High-Level Architecture


Data Enrichment



Prioritisation



Threat Intelligence Sharing

Purpose of presentation:


Overview the project + lessons learnt to date



Moving Forward



Peer review of approach, feedback!



Pilots



Networking – let’s talk!
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Overview – Who?
EU Project:


36 month duration




Year 1 complete

10 partners:



3 academic partners



4 industry partners



3 NREN (National Research &

Educational Network) partners


8 countries: Ireland, UK, Poland,
Austria, Germany, Spain, Czech

Republic, Romania
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PROTECTIVE – Motivation
ENISA has identified a set of recommendations targeted to itself, the
CERT community and other security actors aiming at:



Promoting the continuity of incident feeds



Making existing tools interoperable and promoting the use of
standards for data exchange



Enhancing capabilities in terms of:


Interoperability



Correlation engines for incident analysis



Improved threat intelligence



Advanced analytics and visualisation



Automatic prioritisation
ENISA (Detect, Share Protect, 2013)
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(High-level) Approach – Key Ideas
Key idea: A platform for “Proactive Risk Management through Improved Situational Awareness”




For NREN CSIRTs initially



Address NREN needs specifically. Starting point – existing tools well-tested in the NREN space



Eventually expand to public CSIRTs



Eventually share CTI with SMEs

Situational Awareness: “Within a volume of time and space, the perception of an enterprise’s security
posture and its threat environment; the comprehension/meaning of both taken together (risk) and the
projection of their status into the near future”



- US Committee on National Security Systems

We need awareness capabilities w.r.t.:


Threats – internal and external alerts, incidents and intelligence



Context – “Mission” and “Constituency” (Asset management)



Risk – “Prioritisation” and “Correlation”
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Goals


Provide NRENs with improved security alert management capabilities (after ENISA)


Starting with NRENs, then (hopefully) move to the public CSIRTs



Explore added value to SMEs – warn SMEs early



Meta alerts: summarising threats and incidents – what’s the bigger picture? Fewer alerts!



Context awareness: enable better prioritisation of internal events



Threat Intelligence Sharing between NRENs



GDPR and NDA compliance



Trust: Confidentiality + Reputation scores + Quality of threat intelligence



Automation, (automation, automation!)
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Challenges


Gathering both technical and human factor requirements of NRENs


State of the art literature survey + interviews of potential end-users (analysts at NRENs)



Defining Cyber Threat Intelligence



Defining Trust: “Secure connection” vs “Quality of Event” vs “Reputation Scores” vs “Freshness” etc.



Understanding optimal use of Automation and Human intelligence


Can we aggregate events in meaningful ways to generate intelligence -> fewer alerts!



Which aspects should be automated? What human factors prevent/enhance CTI sharing?



Understanding optimal data enrichment – what insight is meaningful to add?



Understanding context - generating and maintaining mission and constituency insight.



Understanding legal and ethical considerations in the wake of the EU General Data Protection Regulation


Data handling concerns: At what point is threat intelligence personal data?




NIS directive helpful for exception handling here

Requirements analysis: Going from legal speak to tech speak is difficult.
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Desktop analysis – what is cyber threat intelligence?


CBEST 2016: “a particular kind of information. Intelligence and information are often used interchangeably
as are information and data. To properly understand information (and therefore intelligence) it is

necessary to put it in context and a useful model is the data information knowledge pyramid.”


Chismon & Ruks, 2015: “… information that can be acted upon to change outcomes. It’s worth considering
traditional intelligence before exploring threat intelligence, as in many ways the latter is simply traditional

intelligence applied to cyber threats”


Dalziel 2014: Information about threats that is “relevant, actionable and valuable”.



ENISA 2014 : Suggest four layers: “low-level data”, “detection indicators”, “advisories” and “strategic

reports”


Friedman & Bouchard 2015: “knowledge about adversaries and their motivations, intentions, and
methods that is collected, analysed, and disseminated in ways that help security and business staff at all

levels protect the critical assets of the enterprise.”
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Desktop analysis – what is cyber threat intelligence?


Gartner 2013 “…evidence-based knowledge, including context, mechanisms, indicators, implications and
actionable advice, about an existing or emerging menace or hazard to assets that can be used to inform

decisions regarding the subject's response to that menace or hazard.”


NIST 2016: “Threat information that has been aggregated, transformed, analyzed, interpreted, or enriched
to provide the necessary context for decision making processes”



SANS 2016: No definition(?), but describe Gartner, and elaborate: “Part of defining TI is deciding what it is
not. TI is not simply a list of atomic indicators that an attacker used at one point in time, without
additional context into how the attack worked.” Have a forum post outlining how each organisation can
“Defining Threat Intelligence Requirements” for organisations.



STIX – provides an in-depth discussion on domain objects and patterns, and a schema for CTI
https://github.com/oasis-open/cti-stix2-json-schemas , but does not provide a definition.



VERIS – focusses on Event Recording and Incident Sharing, and a schema for it -

http://veriscommunity.net/schema-docs.html , does not discuss CTI specifically.
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Desktop analysis – what is cyber threat intelligence?
Key lessons learnt/key findings:


Several organisations have adopted Gartner’s definition, incl. CERT-UK, Webroot, FireEye and Tripwire.



Definitions have inconsistent uses of the words, TI, CTI, data, information and knowledge.





Imprecise definitions – e.g. CTI vs TI, difficult to translate



Definitions are (seemingly) ad hoc – not evidence based

Taxonomies and figures often used instead of unambiguous, succinct definitions.

CBEST 2016

Burger et al. 2014

CERT-UK 2015

ENISA 2014

Chismon & Ruks 2015
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Desktop analysis – what is cyber threat intelligence?
Key lessons learnt:




Little focus on:


Definition: No universally-accepted definition!



Relationship between information and data (exception: STIX)



GDPR and NDA compliance (exception: us and PMRM)



(Computational) Trust

What about wisdom
and knowledge?

Literature refers to DIKW pyramid several times:



Actionable, Relevant, Valuable, Processed



Processed:


Human



Machine (automated)

Threat
Intelligence
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DIWK
pyramid

Sharing cyber threat intelligence


BIG question: “In a GDPR world (Europe) - what am I allowed to share?”



Legal speak to tech speak is challenging – A lot of efforts out there, some examples:


Fisk et al. “Privacy Principles for Sharing Cyber Security Data”. Principles of: Least Disclosure,
Qualitative Evaluation and Forward Progress.



PMRM - https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/pmrm



MITRE Privacy Engineering Framework - https://www.mitre.org/publications/technicalpapers/privacy-engineering-framework



NIST IR 8062 - http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2017/NIST.IR.8062.pdf



EnCoRe – “Ensuring Consent and Revocation” http://www.hpl.hp.com/breweb/encoreproject/


Formal Methods (Hoare logic) to Detect and Resolve Ambiguities in Privacy Requirements



Run-time compliance monitors for personal data handling violation checking (akin to IDSs)
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Requirements Gathering and Findings
Capture – to understand human and tech needs


Desktop analysis from state of the art review - literature



Conducted and analysed interviews and questionnaires


74 interviews and discussions



69 main questions spread across 8 key areas:




Practices, Technical, Legal/Policy, Trust, Human Aspects, Sharing, Risk Assessments

Procedure:



Questionnaires, Semi-structured interview, Observations



Behavioural modelling (conceptual model) + requirements analysis

Analysis – for tool development and requirements generation


Development of 42 key tool requirements
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Interview findings – what is cyber threat intelligence?
Key findings:


The concept of Cyber Threat Intelligence is ill-defined.






E.g. Some assumption that “data” is synonymous with “information”, “knowledge” and “intelligence”.

Perception: Too many flavours of tools that achieve largely achieve the same thing, but slightly differently:


Interoperability – big concern



Automation of higher level threat intelligence – going from email ticket and sending of indicators to faster actions



Preparation for GDPR at NRENs, but little preparation in CTI standards



Too much hyperbole, little evidence to support bold CTI claims. Need more success stories/surveys published.

STIX – positively regarded, but:


Perception: “all (of STIX) or nothing” –> cost/benefit of going in –> on the fence



Perception: E.g. CVE – absolutely! Other standards, may not be as applicable



Perception: Graph-like structure – too high level – limits automation and interoperability



Perception: Concerns about maintenance and longevity




First XML, now JSON – “how do we know it will be stable?”

VERIS - positively regarded, but perception: not enough momentum, or well-known.
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Interview findings – NREN similarities and differences
Key findings:


NREN work cultures are vastly different from each other:



Hierarchical vs Flat organisational structures – determines what goes and what doesn’t.



In-house tool development vs outsourcing of network maintenance, hardware and software



Varying in size (from less than ten to several hundred)




Raison d'être and history of CSIRT – fundamentally different from each other




Smaller NRENs are particularly strapped for resources

Affects mission, priorities and strategic and run-time decision making

Impact of work cultures uncertain, but we suspect they contribute to:


CTI requirements -> different missions, different environments, different priorities



“Ad hoc-ness” of selection and uses of tools



Ability to decide whether to integrate tools and standards into their environment


Hard choices: old and trustworthy vs new and fancy -> esp. when strapped for resources
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(Preliminary) SME Requirements Gathering
Key findings:


SMEs do not have resources to deal with security



May outsource their security to Managed (Security) Service Providers



Event MSSPs may not have resources to keep up to date on CTI


How can we streamline this?



Email advisories get ignored - must avoid



Linking CTI to customers – “killer app” to existing services



SMEs want this free/very cheap




Akin to an RSS feed generated by the NRENs

Challenges:


Filtering out relevant CTI to non-CSIRTs



Linking to customers (context)

Focus group and full questionnaires to follow…
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PROTECTIVE CTI
 PROTECTIVE adopts ENISA’s definition of CTI and philosophy.

 PROTECTIVE uses IDEA (https://idea.cesnet.cz/) for the following reasons:
 First step – work with what we know
 Developers of IDEA are in the consortium
 Works well for CESNET
 Low-level data:

ENISA 2014

 Flexibility and Simplicity
 Easy to anonymise/pseudonymise/aggregate for GDPR
 Append indicators, link to advisories and reports
 Straightforward to create meta alerts
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High-Level Architecture
PROTECTIVE
NREN
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External alert format

High-Level Architecture

IDEA alert format

Human advisory format

External
Sources

PROTECTIVE Node
IDS

Ingestion

Enrichment
Enriched/
Meta-Alert
Queue

Database

Meta-Alert
Prioritisation
To External
TI Systems

Threat
Intelligence
Sharing

Reporter

To Protective
Nodes

Analysis
Modules

Visualisation
Visualisation
Visualisation

User Interface Launchpad
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High-Level Architecture
Core:


Warden (system for sharing information about detected events) - https://warden.cesnet.cz/



Mentat (SIEM) - https://mentat.cesnet.cz/


Inspector (event checker)



NERD (reputation database) - https://nerd.cesnet.cz/



IDEA (event format) - https://idea.cesnet.cz/



Well-tested in CESNET (used in a live NREN environment)



Developers are in the consortium
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High-Level Architecture – Data Enrichment
New capabilities – added in the project:


Meta alert generation – based on IDEA format


Hierarchies/Trees of IDEA events – summarises many events



Meta alert correlation – based on broad alert information scope



Meta alert prioritisation - broad set of prioritisation approaches



Computational Trust
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High-Level Architecture – Data Enrichment
New capabilities – added in the project:




Context awareness


Mission Asset Information Repository



Mission Impact Modelling



External Inventory Interface defined

Challenges:


Updating list - frequency?



Level of detail.
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Emerging concerns in sharing CTI


GDPR/NDA - “What the baseline?”




GDPR not written with cyber threat intelligence in mind

GDPR/NDA -“How do I know I meet legal specifications?”


Experimenting with run-time information sharing

compliance monitors for NDAs and GDPR


Use-case based - multiple domain expert review




e.g. legal, ethical, technical reviews



Rule-based – akin to an IDS, based on Inspector



Iterative refinement – improve over two pilots

https://www.eugdpr.org/

From the ground up – interviews and desktop analysis.
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Challenging Use Cases


New capabilities: How do we deal with ethical and legal concerns?



How do we come up with rules in the first place? Illegal or Sensitive (Personal, Classified, NDA, etc.)


During: Research, Development, in Use – look at the problems from different lenses!

Domain experts
Ethics
Legal
Wider community (e.g. TIS guidelines)
Direct stakeholders (analysts)

Automation (tools)
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Moving Forward – PROTECTIVE and the CTI community


Can we come up with a definition?



More empirical evidence, more studies! – let’s make sure this is what end-users want, but also what they need




Refine requirements with other NRENs and public CSIRTs

Moving towards v1.0 – with novel capabilities being:


Meta-alerts (in the context of CTI)



Computational Trust



Towards Information Sharing Compliance (GDPR, NDAs)



We are still experimenting, still learning, still trying out new and exciting things



STIX support: conversion or native support – interoperability



Pilots – trialling the system in NREN environments




Towards Multinational Alliance for Collaborative Cyber Situational Awareness Information Sharing Framework

We want to engage more and get more evidence



Keen to get feedback/comments/suggestions/collaboration!
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Pilots
 Pilot 1: Internal focus with consortium developers
 Jan 2018 - July 2018
 Functional, system and usability testing in three live NREN environments.
 Constituency focus, then Community focus. Configuration: P2P
 Pilot 2: External focus
 Dec/Jan 2018/2019 – July 2019

 Aim: minimise disruption, maximise benefit, get outsider feedback
 In conversations with other NRENs + SMEs
 (SMEs as subscribers only – akin to an RSS feed)
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Questions?
Jassim Happa. Research Fellow,
University of Oxford,
jassim.happa@cs.ox.ac.uk

Brian Lee. Project coordinator,
Athlone Institute of Technology

blee@AIT.IE
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